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DROPS SAUDI CHAPTER IS ON!

DROPS incidents occur every day. They

occur on fixed installations, land rigs,

offshore rigs, our warehouses,

workshops, training facilities and even in

our offices.

The DROPS Saudi Chapter, Chaired by

Saudi Aramco, has been initiated and

kicked off with its first meeting on the

10th January, 2017 at their facilities in

Dhahran.

Throughout history, dropped objects

have been a major cause of incidents

and near misses. This is especially so in

the oil and gas industry. Simply put,

these incidents are a scourge and we

must eliminate them for good.

They are not just a contractor’s or a

client’s problem in our own industry -

they are a common problem in almost

every industry!
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Dropped objects are regularly the principal causes of incidents in the oil and

gas industry and contribute to the total risk level for offshore and onshore

facilities. We need to take action to prevent any more fatalities and injuries.

DROPS Statistics & Information

Today, “DROPS are in the top three causes of injury or fatality in the oil 

and gas industry“ - DROPS International www.dropsonline.org

Saudi@dropsonline.org 

http://www.dropsonline.org/about/drops-organisation/drops-saudi-arabia-chapter/
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The DROPS ZONE is an effective

tool that will be in every DROPS

DIGEST issued by the Saudi

Chapter’s E-Newsletter. The

DROPs ZONE shall cover main

DROPS occasions in the Oil and

Gas Industry.

Common problems require common

solutions. It includes your company, and

it includes you! DROPS Saudi will

initiate work-groups that will be

assigned to multiple projects in the near

future. Solutions will not just be

practiced by groups, but by every

individual who is involved in the

industry.

DROPS Work Groups DROPS Events

DROPS Saudi Chapter will be initiating

and promoting events with the central

focus on DROPS prevention,

mitigation and control.

Keep an eye out for 
DROPS tools…

stay tuned for the 
next Drops Digest


